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The architecture of P2P file-sharing applications has been developing to meet the needs of large scale demands. The structured
overlay network, also known as DHT, has been used in these applications to improve the scalability, and robustness of the system,
and to make it free from single-point failure. We believe that the measurement study of the overlay network used in the real file-
sharing P2P systems can provide guidance for the designing of such systems, and improve the performance of the system. In this
paper, we perform the measurement in two different aspects. First, a modified client is designed to provide view to the overlay
network from a single-user vision. Second, the instances of crawler programs deployed in many nodes managed to crawl the user
information of the overlay network as much as possible. We also find a vulnerability in the overlay network, combined with the
character of the DNS service, a more serious DDoS attack can be launched.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In a P2P system, each peer participated in the system con-
tributed some resource, such as computation ability, mem-
ory, and storage to complete some huge tasks together, and
each peer can get the benefits of the whole systems by provid-
ing service for each other. Some typical P2P applications in-
clude massive content-delivering [1], file-sharing [2–5], P2P
streaming [6], and cooperative computation [7]. This paper
mainly concerns about the file-sharing P2P systems.

There are several kinds of architecture in the P2P file-
sharing systems. The central index server architecture, the
unstructured overlay network, and the structured overlay
network, also known as DHT (distributed hash table) [8–11].
There are also some systems constructed by more than one
architecture. Recently, DHT has shown much superiority to
the other architecture, because of its good scalability and low
search cost.

Measurement study to the P2P systems will give helpful
insights to the improvement of such systems. In the case of
file-sharing P2P systems, we usually concern about these as-
pects of the system.

(i) Resources or Files. How many files are shared in this
system? What files are shared? Reference [12] has
shown some study in this aspect in central index server
architecture and unstructured overlay network.

(ii) Users. How many users are connected to this system?
How about their experience in the system? Reference
[13] has shown the user experience in structured and
unstructured overlay networks.

(iii) Network. How much network bandwidth cost is
needed to maintain the function of the system? What
kind of message consumes the most bandwidth in the
system? If we find some rules in the messages trans-
ferred in the P2P network, we can redesign the P2P
protocol to reduce the network bandwidth cost.

Many measurement studies have been carried out to the
P2P file sharing system itself, while our motive is to learn how
the structured overlay network makes the P2P file-sharing
systems more usable. The resource meta-information dis-
tribution and locating is easier when the structured over-
lay network is available in a P2P file-sharing system, hence
we focus on how this happens by measuring the DHT. We
do this by finding a proper application and gathering data
from it. Overnet [14] is the first massively used DHT in the
practical file-sharing application, eDonkey [15]; but Over-
net is not open sourced as research upon it needs some re-
verse engineering. eMule [4] is an open-source alternative
for the eDonkey program, it support the ed2K protocol used
in eDonkey. eMule also begins to support structured over-
lay network called kad after version 0.42. Both the over-
net used in eDonkey and the kad network used in eMule is
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based on kademlia [11], but the two structured overlay net-
works are not compatible. We can modify the source code
of eMule, and let it record all the messages transfered from
and to the kad network, and perform various analysis on the
data.

2. RELATED WORKS

Reference [12] has performed some study on the central in-
dex server P2P systems and the unstructured overlay network
P2P systems (napster and gnutella). It studies the character
of the hosts in both kinds of the systems, which includes the
connecting and disconnecting time profiles of the participat-
ing peers and the resource they shared.

References [16, 17] proposed some approach to decrease
the search cost in the unstructured overlay network. Refer-
ence [16] used a query algorithm based on multiple random
walks to provide enough searching ability while reducing the
searching cost. Reference [17] used the fact that peers that
have the same interests in some category of resources may
be more possible to solve each other’s demands, and reduced
the searching cost by grouping the peers with the common
interests.

Reference [18] is the first study to the structured overlay
network used in a practical file-sharing P2P system. It used
some reverse engineering to perform the measurement be-
cause the eDonkey is not an open source program. Reference
[18] claims that no open-source system can meet the require-
ments of the measurement. After eMule comes out, the solid
source code of this P2P application can be used to make more
sophisticated study. Reference [18] has measured some date
in the overnet to estimate the availability of the hosts in the
system. From [18], we can make an evaluation to the scale of
the overnet, and we can compare it with the scale of the kad
network in eMule.

References [19, 20] focus on crawling the resource infor-
mation of the traditional ed2K network (network with cen-
tral index servers) in the eDonkey/eMule. eMule uses both
ed2k network and kademlia to distribute and exchange the
information of the sharing resources. We are focusing on the
part of the kademlia network. Reference [21] analyzed some
parameters of the kad network in the eMule, and tried to ad-
just parameters of eMule client to get better performance.

Reference [13] makes some measurement study toward
both structured and unstructured overlay network. It mainly
concerns about the user experience to the two kind of sys-
tems, such as the bandwidth cost, searching performance,
and load balance. Reference [13] also discovers that the re-
sults did not change too much if the data was measured from
different geographical position in the world. So although this
paper emphasizes particularly on other aspect of the struc-
tured overlay network, we can use this conclusion to reduce
the unnecessary work with single user vision in different net-
work position.

Reference [22] showed some basic measurement re-
sults of the structured overlay network in eMule. This pa-
per showed more analysis toward those results, and some
changes have been made to the programs used in [22], for ex-
ample, the crawlers are redesigned to get better performance

with less resource cost. Some new information is also up-
dated after the [22] was written.

3. METHODOLOGY

The measurement of our study has two aspects. A modified
eMule client is used for single user measurement, which has
the same function in all the other aspects compared to the
normal eMule client, but modified clients will log all the
messages of both directions between the kad network and
the host, and when the routing table changed, the modified
clients will also record it. The other aspect of our measure-
ment is a crawler program deployed at multiple nodes in
the PlanetLab [23]. The crawler program is modified from
amule [24], a linux port for eMule, this is because we need
to run many instances of the crawler on the machines of the
PlanetLab, which are running linux. We removed most of the
code in amule, only remained the code handling kademlia
protocol, and the crawler can use it to interact with other
clients in the network.

3.1. eMule and its kad network

eMule is an open-source file-sharing P2P application, and its
architecture is hybrid, both central index server and DHT are
used in eMule. Peers can search files in servers, and when the
servers encounter a failure, the peers can still search in DHT,
thus the system become more reliable. The kad network used
in eMule is based on kademlia [11], which use the XOR result
of two peers’ IDs to compute the logical distance of two peers.
eMule uses kad network to store and retrieve both key word
information for metadata search and file ID information for
precise file locating.

3.2. The recorded data of the single client
measurement

We focus on the structured overlay network. To perform the
analysis, we need the following data: all the message trans-
ferred from and to the single client, the change in the routing
table, and the login and logout record of the client. The data
files we generated for analysis include six types of records.

(i) Startup record. This record indicates the eMule client
started its connection to the kad network. It includes
record time, host ip address, host tcp port, host udp
port, and host ID used in kad network.

(ii) Ending record. This record indicate the client closed
its connection to the kad network. This record only in-
cludes the record time.

(iii) Incoming packet record. This record contains the in-
formation of a kad network packet received by the
host. It includes record time, source ip, source udp
port, packet length, and the content of the packet.

(vi) Outgoing packet record. It contains the information of
a kad network packet sent by the host. Its structure is
similar to the incoming packet record, only the desti-
nation ip and destination udp port replace the source
ip and source udp port.
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Table 1: Number of records.

Record type Quantities of the record

Startup records 26

Ending records 26

Adding contact records 46279

Removing contact records 16244

Incoming packet records 443203

Outgoing packet records 608515

(v) Adding contact record. This record contains the con-
tact information of a new peer added to the routing ta-
ble, it includes record time, new peer’s ip, tcp port, udp
port and ID. We noticed that not all the contact infor-
mation received from the kad network will be added
to the routing table, thus we only record the contact
information actually added.

(iv) Removing contact record. When a peer’s information
is removed from the routing table due to time out or
some other reasons, its information will be recorded.
This record has the same structure as the adding con-
tact record.

The data for our measurements is collected continuously
from a typical eMule user for more than two weeks. He
shared some files in his computer, and also used eMule for
file searching and downloading. As in [13], the result will not
change too much when we measure the data from different
physical locations. Thus, we believe that we do not need to
collect data from more users. Table 1 shows some statistical
information of the data in general. It includes the number of
the six types of record we mentioned above.

3.3. The measurement from the crawler program

The crawler program is focused on the user information in
the kademlia network of the eMule application. The purpose
of the program is to exploit the user information of the eMule
kademlia network as much as possible. In a structured over-
lay network, this can be done by dividing the ID spaces into
many parts, and every instance of the program exploits only
one part of the spaces. The crawler program acts like normal
kademlia node in the view of other eMule clients, but the dif-
ference between them is that the crawler has no interests in
searching specific content in the kademlia network, it sends
node searching requests packets to the nodes in its routing ta-
ble continuously, hopes that can help it retrieving more user
information. The rate of the node searching requests packets
sent by the crawler program is controlled in a set level, and
the crawler program will not send two node searching re-
quests packets to the same eMule client in a short time. The
crawler program will also handle the searching or publishing
requests for specific keyword or file from other eMule client
correctly, all of these will minimize the impact to the kadem-
lia network.

In the kademlia network, the length of the ID of a node
is 160 bits. This provides an explicit division method for

dividing the ID space; we can group all the kademlia nodes
whose ID has the same highest n bits; we can adjust the gran-
ularity of the division by selecting a good value for n. In our
measurement, we set the n as 8, this means all the nodes in
the same part of the ID spaces have at least 8 same highest
bits, and the whole ID space is divided into 256 parts. The
reason we divide the space into 256 part is related to the
searching tolerance in eMule. We will mention the search-
ing tolerance in the later of this paper, here what we need to
know is that any information of a specified file ID or key-
word will only appear in nodes whose IDs are in the same
part of the ID space. Every instance of the crawler program
sends node searching requests packets only to the nodes who
are in the same part of the ID space with it. The informa-
tion retrieved from other eMule clients by the node search-
ing requests will be used recursively for retrieving more user
information. Because every instance of the crawler program
knows contact information of other instances, they will send
the information of the nodes who are not in the same part of
the ID space with itself to the corresponding instance of the
crawler program. The crawler program who received the user
information from other instance of the crawler will treat the
information the same as received from normal eMule clients,
and use it in a recursive way.

Every node in the PlanetLab has only some restricted
resource for every program instance running on it. So the
previous design of our crawler system did not completely
achieve our goal. This is because with the increasing of the
obtained user information, the memory cost of every node
running the instance also increases. In order to make the
crawlers obtain more user information, and control the re-
source cost in a certain level, we adjusted the design of the
crawler system. Every instance of the crawlers running in the
nodes of the PlanetLab will not do anything without receiv-
ing orders, and the orders they will receive is also designed
rather simple. They will receive only two types of orders. The
first is orders to set a home address, the crawlers will transfer
all the packets they received to the home address. The home
address is the computers we can control, and the usage of the
resource is not restricted. The second type of orders is to per-
form a set of scanning operations on a small set of contacts.
After receiving this type of order, the crawlers will begin to
crawl user information from the received contacts. If any re-
sult is retrieved, the crawlers will send them back to the home
address. After scanning all the contacts, the crawlers will stop
any action until new orders are received. All the analysis of
the results from the crawlers are performed in the home com-
puters. We can see this redesign of our crawler system can
make all the crawler run on the PlanetLab nodes with only a
limited resource cost. The home computers combine all the
results they received, and send another set of contacts to the
crawlers and they will continue to scan them. The Figure 1
shows the structure of our distributed crawler system.

4. MEASUREMENT RESULTS FROM
THE SINGLE CLIENT

We can learn about the status of the kad network from several
aspects. First, we can learn the routing table size changing
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Figure 1: Routing table size.
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Figure 2: Routing table size.

with the time and the speed of the changing of the contacts in
the routing table. When the peer received a request searching
for a special node, we can check the message and learn that
whether a searching request or publishing request will come
at the next step. Among the searching node request, the dis-
tribution of the distance between the host and the target node
is another aspect we would like to observe. The same obser-
vation can also be applied to the resource searching request
and publishing request.

4.1. Routing table size

The data contains every record of adding or removing con-
tacts, so we can learn how many contacts are in the routing
table at a specific moment. We can also learn the trends of
the changing of the routing table. Figure 2 shows the routing
table size change with the time. Axis x is the time, and Axis y
is the routing table size.

From Figure 2, we can see that in every online session of
a user, the routing table size will come to a rather stable state
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Figure 3: The changing rate of routing table.

at about 1400 contacts or so. The time a peer need to come to
this stage is about six hours. Although users will connect to
and disconnect from the network according their using style,
most users’ online session time is long enough to get their
routing table into this stable state, and this forms the basis
that the kademlia network needs to function normally.

4.2. Contacts change rate

Another question we would like to ask about the routing ta-
ble is, at a specific moment, how many contacts are new in
the routing table that they did not appear in the routing table
five minutes ago? Or we can say how fast the contacts change
in the routing table? Figure 3 shows the answer to this ques-
tion. Every two adjacent sampling point in the figure has a
distance of one minute.

Figure 3 tells us that the changing rate of the routing ta-
ble is not very high. That means a contact in a peer’s routing
table is very likely to appear in the peer’s routing table one
minute later. If we observe this figure and Figure 2 together,
we can also find that when a peer is just connecting to the kad
network the changing rate is higher than stable state. This is
because new contacts information are more likely to be filled
into the routing table when it is rather empty, but when in
the stable state, new contacts information cannot be written
into the routing table unless some of the old contacts are de-
tected offline and deleted from the routing table. This also
tells us that when a client comes to a stable state, the possi-
bility that many of the contacts in its routing table suddenly
go offline is rather small, and thus the kademlia network can
keep available in most of the time.

4.3. Nodes request distribution

The main purpose of the kademlia network is searching or
publishing resource information. So when a peer received a
message searching for a particular node, there are three cases
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Table 2: The purpose of node searching.

Purpose Quantities of node searching

Just searching for nodes 1504

Searching files or keywords 10758

Publishing files or keywords 61292

about the real intention of the peer at the other side of the
network:

(i) The other peer is trying to search some peer whose ID
is near a special ID, and use the searched contact in-
formation to fill its routing table. This happens when
a peer finds its routing table does not contain enough
contact information.

(ii) The other peer is trying to search some special file or
keyword. The node searching process is used to find
out the peers who are possible to have the information
it wants.

(iii) The other peer is trying to publish information of a file
or keyword.

Table 2 shows the distribution of the three cases. It illus-
trates that when a node searching request appears, most of
the case the request is preparing for a publishing request.
It is nearly about five times as many as the requests for file
and keyword searching, this is because a peer needs to peri-
odically publish all the information of his sharing files, but
not all the resource it shared will be searched. Finally, we
learn that the kademlia network can be rather resilient only
through the resource publishing and searching, and a peer
does not need many pure node searching requests to fill the
routing table.

4.4. Nodes request distance distribution

To find out the character of the routing process, we can check
distance between the host and the target. We use the number
of same bits from the higher order to measure the distance.
If the whole ID space is divided into 2n subspaces, two IDs
with the same n high-order bits will be in one of the same
subspaces, but they will not be in the same subspaces if the
whole ID space is divided into 2n+1 subspaces. So when this
number is zero the distance between the two peers is very far
in the logical space, and 128 means the two peers have the
same ID, that is most likely they are actually the same peer.
In Figure 4, we observed that most node searching requests
ask this peer to search nodes which have about 10 high-order
bits same as it. After the distance number comes greater than
20, the number of searching requests nearly drops to zero. We
also notice that there are a few requests ask the peer to search
for itself, that is, with a distance number of 128.

The node search process in the kad network usually has
several attempts. The most searching requests indicate the
situation of the first node search attempt. In such case, a peer
begins this search rely on its local routing table only, and in
most case it will find a contact with about 10 same high-order
bits with any target. In the implementation of the kademlia
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Figure 4: The distance distribution of nodes requests.

protocol, some parameters can be adjusted to balance the
performance and the price. One of the parameters is the split
depth, this means when a bucket depth is not enough, new
contact will cause the splitting of the bucket in spite of its
location, this implementation is some different from origi-
nal kademlia [11]. Another is the size of a bucket. The above
two parameters in the official eMule client implementation
is 5 and 20. This means that in a normal eMule client has
about 25 buckets full of contact information after it connect
to the kad network for some time (several hours). So about
640 contacts are distributed in the ID space equably, when a
peer begin a new search task, its very likely that it can find a
contact with about 10 high bits same with the target. The re-
quests number quickly drops to zero after the distance num-
ber greater than 20, this indicates most search attempts end
here. This means when finding a node with a special ID, in
the most case, we can find an ID with about 20 high-order
bits same with it after searching the whole ID space. This re-
veals the density of the peers distributed in the whole kad
network. We believe that the few requests with a distance
number of 128 can be concluded as some rogue requests by
other modified clients, and should be ignored.

4.5. Search request and publish request
distance distribution

The method used here is quite the same as the measurement
for the nodes request distance distribution; but the search-
ing and publishing requests can only be sent to the peers
whose ID are close enough to the target. This is called search
tolerance in eMule, and normal eMule client will reject the
requests of publishing or searching for some resource if the
client’s ID and the computed ID of the resource do not have
8 same high bits. So in Figure 5, we can see that it is obviously
different from Figure 4 that when the number is smaller than
8, the number of requests can almost be ignored; and we have
sufficient reasons to believe that the peers who send the re-
quests are not normal eMule clients. The number of requests
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Figure 5: The distance distribution of searching and publishing re-
quests.

drops zero after the number is larger than 25, this means it is
very unlikely that a random-generated ID can have too many
high-order bits same as some file or keyword ID.

4.6. Summary of the data from the single client

From the above data from single client, we can see that the
kademlia network functions well in most of the time. Because
the peers need to periodically publish the information of the
resource they shared, the kademlia network kept well con-
nected by the daily publishing and searching messages. We
observed that a few clients are beyond normal behavior, but
their impact to the whole kademlia network is rather small.

5. USER INFORMATION FROM THE CRAWLER

The instances of the crawler periodically return the user in-
formation they retrieved. The results they returned are sepa-
rated by the part of the ID space. We observed the returned
user information, and found that pollution in the user in-
formation continuously exists. Most of the false user contact
information has a udp port number 53, which is the standard
service port of DNS. Because all of the contact information
from the crawlers are gathered from other peers’ routing ta-
ble, this means some of the peers in the structured overlay
network have already got confused between normal eMule
clients and DNS servers before our crawlers got those infor-
mation from them. The crawlers can simply use a filter to
remove all the incorrect results, but the confusion still hap-
pened in the routing tables of the other eMule clients without
such kind of filter. We believe that this is a very important
phenomenon and after studying the related RFC documents
of the DNS [25, 26], we also believe that we have found the
reason.

1. KADEMLIA HELLO REQ

2. KADEMLIA HELLO RES

Figure 6: Correct heart-beat checking between two normal eMule
clients.

5.1. Heart-beat checking mechanism in eMule

In a normal eMule client, after it received new contacts infor-
mation and added them to its routing table, the new contacts
will not be treated as alive until they are proved to be alive.
This means the new contacts will only be used by the client
(or peer) itself, such as searching and publishing resource.
When other peers request for the information of users near
to some ID, a normal eMule client will only tell them the
information of living contacts. The way it proves whether
other peers are alive is sending heart-beat packets to them,
and recognizing the heart-beat response. In eMule kadem-
lia protocol, every packet is composed by one byte of proto-
col code, one byte of operation code(opcode), and the rest
are the content of the packet. Every kademlia protocol packet
has a protocol code of OP KADEMLIAHEADER(0xE4), and
the heart-beat request and heart-beat response packet have
opcodes of KADEMLIA HELLO REQ(0x10) and KADEM-
LIA HELLO RES(0x18), separately. This shows us that an
eMule client can recognize a packet type by checking the
first two bytes of the packet. Figure 6 shows how two normal
eMule clients finish a heart-beat checking.

5.2. Confusion between eMule clients and DNS servers

We found many incorrect user contact information in the re-
sults from our crawler, this means that many eMule clients
have the wrong information in their routing table, and they
incorrectly think the information is from valid and alive
eMule clients. Now, we can examine Figure 7 and see what
happened when they use heart-beat packets to check the in-
formation. First, a heart-beat request packet is sent out us-
ing the ip and port information, but as we see, the target is
a DNS server, not an eMule client, then the DNS server will
try to explain the packet in the DNS protocol, and of course
this will not succeed. But the way a DNS server treating an
invalid DNS packet is not simply discarding it, it sends some
packet back. The DNS server treats any packet sent to it as
a DNS protocol packet, which has a message header, and the
first two bytes of the header formed a query ID, this identifier
is copied to the corresponding reply. The DNS server can-
not interpret the incoming packet as a DNS packet, it then
sends a reply whose first two bytes are the same as the in-
coming packet. Now that the eMule client receives the packet,
it find that it is a valid eMule heart-beat request packet be-
cause the first two bytes remain unchanged, and the nor-
mal behavior of a eMule client after receiving a valid eMule
heart-beat request packet is sending out a standard eMule
heart-beating response packet. The DNS server will then try
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1. KADEMLIA HELLO REQ Invalid DNS packet with header ID 0×E410

2. KADEMLIA HELLO REQ DNS reply packet with header ID 0×E410

3. KADEMLIA HELLO RES Invalid DNS packet with header ID 0×E418

4. KADEMLIA HELLO RES DNS reply packet with header ID 0×E418

Figure 7: The eMule client is misguided when getting echo from dns servers.

to treat the packet as a DNS protocol packet only to finds
that it fails again. In Figure 7, after the eMule client receives
the second packet from the DNS server, that is, the message
number four in the figure, the confusion begins. The eMule
client will treat message number four in Figure 7 as a re-
sponse for message number one, and it will believe that there
is a valid and alive eMule client in the other side of the net-
work.

Reference [27] has found that P2P systems can be used to
launch a DDos attack, and it found two kinds of DDos threats
to the structured overlay network in the Overnet. One of the
ways is to publish false resource information to the peers, this
is called index poisoning [28]. Index poisoning can be used
to start a DDos attack by sending information about many
popular files and telling other peers that the victim has the
files, this will cause many downloading requests for the pop-
ular files to the victim, thus caused a DDos attack. The other
way is directly polluting the routing tables of the peers, by
sending lots of false IDs’ information connected with the tar-
get host, many peers will try to contact with the target host.
The contacting messages themselves can be a hazard to the
target host if too many peers want to contact with it. Al-
though the studies of [27, 28] are based on the Overnet, we
can believe that it also works on the kademlia network in
eMule; both of the attacks will stop after some time if the

attacker does not fill false information to the kademlia net-
work any more. But we can see the attack will be more seri-
ous if the target hosts provide services like DNS or other ser-
vices which listen on udp ports and echo unrecognized pack-
ets, because in this situation the wrong information will be
spread more wildly when more and more P2P clients believe
that they are not wrong. The spreading of the wrong infor-
mation will not stop even after the original attacker stopped
polluting the nodes’ routing tables. This is the reason why we
continuously found DNS server contact information in the
results returned by the crawlers. Other P2P systems can also
be used to attack the above hosts if their heart-beat checking
process is not carefully designed.

At the time of the above experiments, the most of the
eMule clients in the internet have a version of 0.47a. In
September 2006, eMule 0.47c was released, some of the code
handling the kademlia network messages changed. Now it
has a mechanism of recording all the requests it sent out in
the last three minutes, the requests include the heartbeat re-
quests, search requests, and other type of requests. If any type
of “response” messages are received from the kademlia net-
work, the new clients will check if it had corresponding re-
quest messages sent out, if not, the “response” is very suspi-
cious, and the clients should discard it. We can see in this ver-
sion that the clients have some resistance to the direct routing
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Figure 8: The results from crawlers with and without the filter.

table pollution made by malicious peers who continuously
send “search node response” messages to other peers; but the
threats are not completely solved. The index poisoning attack
can still happen on the new clients, because it used “publish
resource request” messages to perform the attack, not “re-
sponse” message type. The routing table pollution can still
be carried out by a passive way, this means that if any peers
send search node request messages first, and malicious peers
can return false contacts information. If the false contacts in-
formation look more believable to the normal peers, for ex-
ample, the normal peers will believe that the false contacts
as real contacts after they attempted a successful heart-beat
checking. The DDos attack to the DNS servers we mentioned
above will cause this type of confusion. This type of threat is
still there, not solved.

5.3. Improved validity checking of
the retrieved information

We improved the AI of the crawlers, and they will filter the
wrong information. This filter includes checking the port of
the contact information, contacts with port number 53 will
be discarded. We have also filtered other suspicious ports.
To have more confidence about the validity of the nodes,
we used some test program to them. The test program will
send a random-generated file ID to the node, and then search
the same ID, a normal eMule client will return the file ID.
Figure 8 shows the peers online distribution with and with-
out the filter. Each time we finished crawling user informa-
tion from a set of contacts, we get a snapshot of the status
of peers, and we will use the snapshot to prepare for the
next crawling. We selected 20 continuous snapshots for both
crawlers with the filter and without the filter. We check the
times that contacts appears in the snapshots. We can find
crawlers using the filter will have a number of living peers
about 5% less than that of crawlers without the filter in cor-
responding snapshots number. The false contact information
is removed.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper makes some measurement study of the eMule
overlay network from several aspects. We find that the rout-
ing table of a peer will go into a stationary state after a period
of time, and the size of the routing table in stationary state
will not fluctuate too much. We also find that the number
of publishing is in a dominative position, so if we want to
make some improvement to decrease the network cost, we
can try to decrease the number of the publishing messages a
peer issued. The structured overlay network keeps well con-
nected with just the searching and publishing of resource.
The distance between the target and host in node searching is
rather further than that in file searching and publishing, this
is mainly because the search tolerance in eMule makes peers
do not like to search files or publish information at peers too
far away from them, but the node searching is not restricted
by the search tolerance. We retrieved many users’ informa-
tion and find a vulnerability in the overlay network, which is
more dangerous than the normal routing table pollution. Al-
though the eMule clients of the new version increased some
resistance to the attacks, but the threats to the overlay net-
work have not disappeared completely.
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